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The Tureis attacked Earth, killing most people in their first attacks. Sydney found a way to survive,
carefully avoiding anything alien. When she found an injured Azziarin lying in a dark alley, she went
against her every instinct and rescued him. After nursing him back to health, the Azziarinâ€™s
stormed her hideout, injuring her in the process. Unable to let the injured female remain lying on the
ground, Takkeo ordered that she be brought back to their ship. She had helped him and he
couldnâ€™t leave her injured. How was he supposed to know that his older brother and Commander
of the ship would experience the mating fever with her presence? Jakke had three consorts back
home. Cassia had always thought that she would be his mate. He tried to avoid the earth female
that brought forth his mating fever, but he ended up mated to her anyways. Now he had to explain
things to her, his consorts, and his father, King Mallik. Could they all live together in unison? He
sure hoped so.
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This is a new author for me. I almost didn't give this book a try actually but I'm glad that I did now. I
read the description and left it unchosen time after time. I read all the reviews but none of them

addressed the issue I was concerned about so I didn't order it.The problem was the mention of the
consorts and it sounded like he was going to be polygamous. He expected her to deal with this alien
tradition.I don't want any cheating in my romances. No way does that equal a happy story to me so I
kept passing on this book.Truthfully the consorts are an important part of the storyline. However it's
not something she puts up with so I didn't have to worry. There was no infidelity.The writer handled
it well and I was satisfied with the book. I advise you take a chance and read it too. It's hard to find
good, quality sci fi romances. This is one in my opinion.

I enjoyed this book about a young woman on Earth during battles between 2 alien species. Despite
being fearful and just trying to survive, she rescues an injured alien and takes him back to where
she's been hiding. She sets his broken leg and feeds him, while trying to help him get better.
Meanwhile the alien's older brother who is ship Commander is having teams search for him. They
finally find the younger brother, but the woman is injured during this. The younger brother
commands the soldiers to take her back to the ship since she took care of him. When the
Commander first meets her, he knows she is triggering his "mating fever". The book is very well
paced and I'd recommend it!

Really enjoyed this story--- a bit too short to do a lot of detail, but good job with what was there; I got
a clear mental picture of the H. and h. and the plot moved along at a smart clip. I found myself
drawn in right from the start, it kept me reading right through to the end, and left me wishing there
was more. Will definitely re-read this one. Glad it's going to be a series!

This book starts out promising, with a female protagonist who is resourceful and brave, but it quickly
peters out. The female protagonist's (platonic) relationships with the male protagonist's brothers are
more interesting than the protagonists' relationships with each other. I wish they were further
explored. Most damning, though, is the treatment of the male protagonist's consorts. They're given
no characterization or back story, but the impression is that at least two of them have lived with the
male protagonist for some time. Yet the female protagonist calls them "bitches," and the male
protagonist throws them out of their home without a second thought, and I think we're supposed to
be glad. I ended the novel just feeling bad for these three women whose lives are upended by a
steamrolling "happily ever after."

Enjoyable story, very fast short read. Sydney is hiding out on Earth after aliens have invaded (and

then other aliens came to fight those aliens) and tries to stay alive. She one day saves a young alien
she calls Mike and she feeds him and tends to his wounds. 'Mike' is the young brother of Jakke, an
alien commander.When Mike/Takkeo is saved he makes sure Sydney is brought to the ship, but it
turns out Commander Jakke is feeling the mating heat when he meets Sydney. Soon Sydney is on
her way to another planet.The story was quite nice but it felt really rushed, as is often the case with
shorter books. There is hardly any time spent world building and the conversations seem a bit off. I
think if the author would have expanded the story and taken more time plotwise it could have been a
great book.

Unoriginial premise, odd character reactions & interactions, lacked dimensionality. Too
manyincongruities - The aliens knew of cultural behavior & attitudes unique to (newly discovered &
American) humans that was counter to their own - how? Language implants only help understand
language not speak it? She runs around in a guarded palace for hours & no guard sees her? Her
mate searches for her (on his own - doesn't get help) & stops for the night? Resumes with aid the
next day & doesn't freak after a few days? Doesn't fear foul play? The aliens all look alike (hair color
& skin tone) but she can differentiate immediately?Positive - something compelled me to read the
whole story. It was a fast read - I kept expecting the 'meat' but after awhile the oddities just kept
adding up and became annoying.The story felt as if someone had favorite scenes, images & story
points from numerous other stories & decided to put them into a story.

I like this new to me writer. Check out her other book Ambrielle, it is a cross dimensions book but
really great writing. I liked Sydney, the heroine, and how she stood up for herself. I really felt her
pain and wanted more, maybe another a chapter, to heal things before the ending. I know we will
see more Sydney and Jakke in other books but wanted time here and now.

I enjoyed this book immensely!I love stories about aliens and this one did not disappoint!my only
concern was the consorts but that issue was taken care of lol so I didn't need to worry. I will not
tolerate cheating in any of the books I readthe female character was a strong lead and perfect
match for alpha alien mate. Jakke was a total alpha male until his human mate took him down a
peg. loved it!I highly recommend this book to one and all!
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